LinePulse:

Your Part-Centric Approach
to Improving Quality

Advanced Analytics for Actionable Insights
LinePulse helps precision manufacturers of parts for automotive and off-highway vehicles improve quality,
reduce scrap and rework, and improve first time yield. Through a part-centric approach to improving quality,
LinePulse leverages machine learning and artificial intelligence (ML/AI) to perform advanced analytics on the
complex product data that you generate during production. Then, it provides actionable insights which help
you identify issues and accelerate root cause analysis.

Fast and Flexible Setup in Hours
LinePulse makes it easy to ingest your manufacturing data and configure your lines. Anyone in your
organization can complete the required configuration steps using intuitive drag-and-drop dashboards.
There’s no coding required!
Most companies complete the entire setup process in less than a day.

Data Onboarding Steps at a Glance

Here’s how we’ll set everything up properly so you can get the maximum value from LinePulse.

Together, we’ll follow some high-level steps to get your line up and running quickly.
Step

This group...

Will do this...
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Your IT team

Ensure you have cloud connectivity so you can share data between the
manufacturing plant and the LinePulse cloud.
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Acerta
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Your IT team

Allow our docker container to function on your network so we have 2-way
communication between your plant and our cloud instance.
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Your team

Output your manufacturing data into flat files for LinePulse to ingest from a
dedicated network location.
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The LinePulse
Data Harvester
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Your domain expert
or controls engineer

Install our LinePulse Data Harvester in the form of a docker container on your
network. It has the required security tokens that your plant needs to share data
with LinePulse.

Monitor the network location(s) and pull the files for transmission to the
LinePulse cloud.
Map your data and set up more advanced features like Anomaly Detection
in LinePulse, so you’ll have the ability to monitor the health of your
manufacturing line health in real time.
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The LinePulse Data Harvester pulls
your manufacturing data together
and puts it in a unified data source,
brings it into our cloud for complex
calculations, and pushes the data
back to your plant.

Let’s Configure Your Line
Prepare Your Data
LinePulse ingests data from flat files. Please ensure your data meets these formatting guidelines:
• Scaler or time-series data
• Avoid invalid characters in signal names, like * ? : \ / [ ]

Ingest and Map Your Data
Navigate to your data source, configure your data fields, identify unique key value pairs and data arrays, and then
map your data points to a given category. LinePulse groups your data into meaningful categories like Location,
Part Parameters, Measurements, Timestamps, and Consumables.

Configure Your Line and Set Up Part Groups
In the Line Configuration view, arrange your data so it matches the setup on your line. Identify and label data fields,
name the stations, specify measurement signals and their limits, and set up the part groups you need. Part groups
let you combine similar part numbers or models so you can filter results for better insights and analysis.

Company Tree
Don’t worry!
We expect your line to change and
grow so we designed LinePulse to
adapt to changing datasets. You
can add, remove, and reassign
sensors and devices as required.
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Finish Your Setup
Now that your data is connected, LinePulse will start to monitor your mapped signals immediately. Visit the
Insights view to confirm that you have configured your line and labeled the data correctly. At this point, you’ll see
results (e.g., raw signals) and LinePulse will start to understand the types of anomalies you might find on your line
over time.
The machine learning models in LinePulse need some training before the solution will provide full value. You’ll
need to run the system for a few days to collect meaningful data points so the machine learning models will learn
and be able to detect possible anomalies. Or, if you have historical data available, you could populate LinePulse
with it and pre-configure some anomalies now, which will train the machine learning models on what to look for.

ML/AI that’s Explainable and Actionable
LinePulse goes beyond simply allowing you to visualize your manufacturing data: it provides actionable insights
into production – and you don’t need a data science degree to understand the dashboards. LinePulse gives your
team a real-time view of production and quality and you can see it from anywhere in the world. We make it easy to
understand what’s happening on your line and where things are going wrong.

BUILT BY ENGINEERS FOR ENGINEERS
Explore production-ready data that is organized in a
meaningful way for your users, not for data scientists.

Find and Fix Problems Easily
Now, you can identify problems proactively and eliminate disruptive impacts on production. You can also minimize
repetitive data processing and analytics tasks.
Capability Metrics (“Cap Metrics”) provides a traditional-looking SPC dashboard, allowing you to streamline your
reporting requirements and dive into your data following approaches that are familiar to you already.
Think of Cap Metrics like an SPC report at-a-glance where you run a report on certain signals, part numbers, part
groups, data ranges, etc. To ensure the data displays in a meaningful way for your needs, you can choose between
IMR and X-Bar run charts, change the X-axis, sample time and Serial Numbers, and display or hide control and
spec limits.
The Anomaly Detection feature in LinePulse uses machine learning to monitor your data for product abnormalities
– like signal drift – in real time. It displays insights for every sensor and measurement you’ve configured so you can
see what has changed with your mapped signals and compare signal distribution of two groups of data.
Navigate to the Insights view to see all available details about a particular signal. You’ll see an Anomaly Chart,
run charts, SPC information that’s duplicated in the Cap Metrics view, and Anomaly Distribution graphs. You can
specify how often you want to run Anomaly Detection and which data to consume, how often, etc. You can also
set up single-variate and multi-variate anomalies.
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Use the Root Cause Analysis (RCA) feature to identify the origin
of hard-to-troubleshoot problems and locate causes of defects
with greater accuracy. See multiple contributors to a problem
and better understand major influences on the issue. RCA helps
your line engineers make better decisions faster so they can
determine where to focus their attention.

Notify Your Team of Issues on the Line
In LinePulse, it’s easy to set up real-time alerts so you can
notify users of problems and flag where to look for issues.
Once you set up the distribution and thresholds for alerts,
they will help your team develop data-driven action plans
so they can solve issues faster.

Build Better Parts More Efficiently

LinePulse will help you develop data-driven
action plans. Start benefiting from its value today.

Contact Us to Learn More
Driven by data science and forged from industrial experience, Acerta helps precision manufacturers turn complex
product data into actionable insights. Our machine learning and artificial intelligence (ML/AI) solutions help
manufacturers of precision parts for automotive and off-highway vehicles make the right decisions fast, improve
product quality, reduce scrap and rework, and optimize production. To learn more about our ML/AI solutions for
manufacturing, contact us today!

30 Duke St. West, Suite 605, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada, N2H 3W5 | +1 (519) 341-6080 | info@acerta.ai
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